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February 14, 1995
3F0295-06

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

|

Subject: Plans for Performing Integrated Leak Rate Testing (ILRT)

Dear Sir:

Florida Power Corporation (FPC), like the rest of the industry, is closely
following the development of the recently proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix J, " Containment Leakage testing." The continued progress of this
rulemaking demonstrates NRC staff commitment to safety while remaining sensitive
to regulatory impact on licensees. FPC thought it appropriate to communicate to
the Staff the significance of issuance of the rule within the current schedule
(Summer 1995) as the result will have a significant impact on our outage planning
for the remainder of this decade. FPC is providing this submittal as background
on the status of our Type A testing including a brief summary of our plans. FPC
fully agrees with the Staff's preference to devote its resources to finalize the
rule as opposed to plant specific exemptions and thus, it is not proposing an
exemption at this time.

The current ISI/'.ST interval for Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3) started in March
1987 (Second 10-j ear interval) and ends in March 1997. CR-3 has so far performed
one Type A test d1 ring this interval in November 7,1991. FPC performed a prior |

test in November 1987. However, FPC counted the 1987 test as the third test of
the first 10-year interval. Therefore, FPC can only take credit for the November

|1991 test for the current interval. The current requirements of Appendix J
require three approximately equally spaced tests. The second Type A test for the
interval was originally scheduled for Refuel 9 (April 1994). However, by then,
FPC was aware of the Staff's plans for revising Appendix J and elected to defer
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the test until the then planned next mid-cycle outage. That mid-cycle outage has |

subsequently been cancelled. In retrospect, we should have conducted the second
test in Refuel 9 and not assumed that the Appendix J revision would be completed
before now.

If the current schedule for rulemaking is not met, FPC .(and other plants) would
need to file for a one-time exemption to-10 CFR 50.55, Appendix J using the
provisions in 10 CFR 50.12. The FPC exemption would request the postponement
of the performance of further Type A testing until Refueling Outage 11 scheduled
for Spring 1998.

The results of both the 1987 and 1991 tests showed the total leakage value,
corrected for pre-test valve repairs and in-test valve lineups to be
significantly lower than the allowable (0.75 L,- 0.1875) weight % per day. Those
results as well as the also successful Type B and C tests performed in 1992 and
1994, illustrate why FPC believes that there is a solid basis for requesting s
one-time exemption should rulemaking not progress on schedule. Unlike other
licensees, FPC does not expect to need to request a change to our Technical
Specifications since the Improved Technical Specifications' requirements
(SR 3.6.1.1) for Type A testing are to follow the requirements of Appendix J as
modified by approved exemptions.

If the proposed rule is issued in Summer 1995 as the Staff currently expects, FPC
plans to perform a Type A test either during Refuel 11 (Spring 1998) or Refuel
12 (Spring 2000). This would comply with the proposed rule requirement of
performing one ILRT in a 10-year period based on satisfactory performance of two
previous tests.

Sin ere -
,

P. M. Beard, Jr.
Senior Vice President
Nuclear Operations

PMB/LVC

xc: Regional Administrator, Region II
Senior Resident Inspector
NRR Project Manager
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